HIGHLIGHTS OF ACTIVITIES

• THE DRAFT ANNUAL REPORT IS AVAILABLE ON THE CEAL CTP WEBISTE AND WILL BE FINALIZED AFTER THE CEAL CONFERENCE.

• CEAL RESPONSES TO NEW GUIDELINES AND SURVEYS: MAKING OUR VOICE HEARD!

• TRAINING
  • WEBINARS
  • ANNUAL CATALOGING WORKSHOP

• CONTINUING COLLABORATION WITH VARIOUS STAKEHOLDERS
  • CCM, CJM, CJK NACO FUNNEL, ERMB COOPERATIVE CATALOGING FOR E-RESOURCES PROJECT, ETC.

• NEW INITIATIVES
  • CJK CONSER FUNNEL PROJECT: ESTABLISHED IN 2017
  • ALMA CJK INTEREST GROUP: ESTABLISHED IN 2017
  • CJK BIBCO FUNNEL GROUP WAS SURVEYED IN 2017.
THEME: PROVIDING QUALITY METADATA FOR DIVERSE COLLECTIONS

• WHEN THE SUBJECTS OF METADATA EMBRACES THE STATISTICAL LEARNING BY ANLIN YANG (UNIVERSITY OF IOWA)

• BEYOND LIBRARY’S CATALOG: PROVIDING METADATA FOR MAGARIO FAMILY DIARY COLLECTION BY MIEKO MAZZA (STANFORD UNIVERSITY)

• AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORDS FOR KOREAN DVDS BY HYOUNGBAE LEE (PRINCETON UNIVERSITY)

• BEST PRACTICE REMINDERS FOR CATALOGING CHINESE MINORITY-LANGUAGE MATERIALS BY LAURAN R. HARTLEY (COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY)

• Q&A